
Leeds A vs Barnsley 

 

Sensational six for Leeds A vs Barnsley!!! 

 

Leeds A gained all three points on a windy morning after a sensational performance at home to 

Barnsley. 

 

The game started quickly when Leeds Charlie dees  put a furious free kick just wide of 

the post after Josh tiurner-fielder was fouled. Dees found himself with another opportunity 

moments later after a good pass from Denis pacejs , with the ball just wide of the target again. 

The early pressure from Leeds continued when Jaiden lund  played a cracking through 

ball to Ben sumpter  whose strike fell the wrong side of the post on this occasion.  

The missed chances didn't last for long though with Pacejs scoring from a rebound after 

a dangerous strike from Lund on the edge of the area could only be paired by the keeper, 

making it 1-0 to the home side. 

The flow of the game continued in Leeds favour, with multiple chances threatening the 

Barnsley goal. However, Barnsley's keeper rose to the challenge, keeping his team in the game. 

The pressure though, was telling, as Leeds found a way to penetrate the Barnsley 

defence for a second time in the match after Toby gray   placed a precise shot into the bottom 

left hand corner of the goal from a corner from across the edge of the box. 

A third goal for Leeds came in quick succession after Logan stannicliffe  was brought 

down in the box, with Nevan maguire  stepping up nice and composed to make it 3-0 to Leeds. 

Leeds really started to turn on the style after their third playing some fantastic team 

football. Stannicliffe quickly makes it 4-0 after nearly  every Leeds player had a touch of the ball 

in the build up of a fantastic  team goal !  

Barnsley continued to be asked many questions from the Leeds players with multiple 

shots forcing some brilliant saves by the keeper. Inevitably though, Barnsleys’ woes were to 

continue after some classy play by Leon wyleszinki  and Lund led to Pacejs scoring his second 

of the game and Leeds’s fifth,  

Leeds defenders jude hickson , sam bartlett , myles emmett  and gray are having a solid 

morning making sure leeds keep a clean sheet with goalkeeper oliver garbutt , dees fills in for 

the last 20 min in goal  and does well .  

Barnsley were to concede one final goal before the end of the match after good work 

from pacejs and lund leeds create an opening with floating ball in the box tiurner-fielder heads in 

num 6 .  

 

A sensational performance by Leeds in challenging weather conditions led to a 

comfortable victory, leaving the team in high spirits moving into their next fixture  

 

 

 

 

 

 


